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Any “Go-Round” Readers Flown a Mixmaster? 

The Douglas XB-42 “Mixmaster” was developed  
initially as a private venture. An unsolicited proposal 
was presented to the United States Army Air Forces 
in May, 1943. This resulted in an Air Force contract 
for two prototypes and one static test airframe, the 
USAAF seeing an intriguing possibility of finding a 
bomber capable of the Boeing B-29 Superfortress’s 
range without its size or cost. 
The aircraft mounted a pair of Allison V-1710-125 
liquid-cooled V-12 engines behind the crew’s cabin, 
each driving one of the twin propellers. Air intakes 
were in the wing leading edge. The landing gear 
was tricycle and a full, four surface cruciform tail 
was fitted, whose ventral fin/rudder unit prevented the coaxial propellers from striking the ground. 
The pilot and co-pilot sat under twin bubble canopies and the bombardier sat in the extreme front 
behind a plexiglass nose. 
Defensive armament consisted of two 12.7 mm machine guns each side in the trailing edge of the 
wing, which retracted into the wing when not in use. These guns were aimed by the co-pilot 
through a sighting station at the rear of his cockpit. The guns had a limited field of fire and could 
only cover the rear, but with the aircraft’s high speed it was thought unlikely that intercepting  
fighters would attack from any other angle. 
Two more guns were fitted to fire directly forward. Initially ordered as an attack aircraft (XA-42) in 
the summer of 1943, this variant would have been armed with 16 machine guns or a 75 mm  
cannon and two machine guns. 
The first XB-42 was delivered to the 
USAAF and flew on 6th May, 1944.  
Performance was excellent, being basically 
as described in the original proposal  -  as 
fast or faster than the de Havilland  
Mosquito but with defensive armament and 
twice the bombload. The twin bubble  
canopies proved a bad idea as communi-
cations were affected and a single bubble 
canopy was substituted after the first flight. 
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Testing revealed that the XB-42 suffered from some instability as excessive yaw was encoun-
tered as well as vibration and poor engine cooling  -  all problems that could probably have been 
dealt with. Due to the ventral vertical stabilizer and rudder surface set’s tip being located under-
neath the fuselage, careful handling during taxiing, take-off and landing was required because of 
limited ground clearance. 
The end of WWII allowed the Air Force to consider possibilities with a little more leisure and it 
was decided to wait for the development of better jet bombers rather than continue with the  
XB-42 program. 
In December, 1945, one of the prototype  XB-42’s set a new transcontinental speed record when 
it flew from California to Washington D.C. (2,000 nm) in just 5 hours, 17 minutes, an average 
speed of 377 kts. This record-breaking XB-42 was subsequently destroyed in a crash. The  
second of the two prototypes, whilst on a routine flight, suffered, in short order, a landing gear  
extension problem, failure of the port engine and, as coolant temperatures rose, failure of the 
starboard engine. One crew member bailed out at 1200’, a second at 800’ and the last, after 
crawling aft to jettison the pusher propellers, at 400’. All three survived. 
 

(Source  :  Wikipedia) 
 

Trevor Celebrates. 
On the occasion of our January club meeting (Sunday 6th) many attendees were mightily  
surprised to learn that the outwardly-youthful (in both appearance and attitude) club member, 
Trevor Chapman, was celebrating, on that very day, his 80th! And, to our delight, he and Margret 
provided lunch for the club members and invited a number of their friends to join in  -  a total of 
around 50 souls. 

President David congratulated the birthday boy on behalf of the 
club and, following Trevor’s response, the feasting continued. 
A very enjoyable social afternoon ensued  -  a great way to start 
the club’s 2019. Thank you Trevor & Margaret for “turning it on”. 
Perhaps the committee should consider arranging for a member 

to turn 80 in January each year ?   �  

 

Sleeping Pilot Overflies Island. 
 

Australian authorities are investigating after a sleeping pilot over-
flew his destination by 30 miles before waking up and turning 
around. The Vortex Air Navajo was on an early morning flight from 
Devonport to King Island. The Navajo was on autopilot and,  
assuming a direct track from Devonport, would have made landfall 
again over southwestern Victoria, depending on its fuel load.  
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Vortex Air issued a statement saying the pilot “unintentionally fell asleep while in command of the 
aircraft” and that ATC was unable to raise him on the radio. 
The 150 mile flight would have taken less than an hour and the plane left Devonport about 0715 
local time. The ATSB report is expected in the first quarter of this year. 
 

Airport Dog.  
Bird strikes cause damage in the millions to aircraft 
every year and shooing them away is a difficult task. 
Airport operations use everything from propane  
cannons to rubber owls and, in the case of Cherry  
Airport in Michigan, a smart border collie named 
“Piper”. 
Equipped with UV protection goggles, Piper patrols the 
airport every day, rain, hail or shine, chasing birds of all 
sizes away.  
It is hoped that, eventually, the birds will learn that 
“there is a dangerous predator down there  -  it’s not a 
good place to be”. Only then can Piper retire! 
 

Like to Try a Vulcanair P68 IFR Twin? 

Now on line at the Peninsula Aero Club, 
Tyabb Vic. Is a Vulcanair P68 IFR Twin, 
available for  
instructional hire at just $550 per hour. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

A bargain 
price and 
could be fun!  

����          

Also at Tyabb  . . .  
This Hornet replica flew in for a visit recently from 
Colac for a visit. Wingspan 20’, weight 360 kg,  
powered by the 85 hp Jabiru engine, cruises at 110 
kts burning 12 lph. 
 

Drones Used As First Responders. 
When a crime is committed within a mile of the Chila Vista  
Police Department in southern California, chances are the first 
on the scene will be a drone. The police in the community are 
the first to get an FAA waiver to fly over buildings and people 
to help officers assess a situation and decide on an appropri-
ate response. With drones, officers can see if the suspect has 
a weapon so they can plan a safe avenue of approach. 

(Continued from page 2) 
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Cameron Builds Biggest-Ever Hot-Air Balloon. 
Cameron, a manufacturer based in England, has completed 
a project to build the biggest hot-air balloon ever made, with 
an envelope 223 feet tall. The one-of-a-kind aerostate is  
intended for an attempt by Russian adventurer, Fedor  
Konyukhov to complete the highest flight in a hot-air  
balloon, with the goal to fly into the stratosphere and reach 
115,000 feet or more, to glimpse the blackness of space. 
The current hot-air balloon altitude record, set in 2005 over 
India is 68,986 feet. 
The new balloon has a volume of 3.5 million cubic feet, 
compared to a standard hot-air balloon envelope of 105,000 cubic feet, The balloon is now in 
testing. Cameron has also built a pressurized aluminium gondola for the attempt, which will 
carry the pilot and all the fuel and technology needed to complete the flight. The record flight is 
planned for (northern hemisphere) spring in 2019. The pilot is currently rowing around the 
world, working to set a new record for that, but will fly the balloon during a break from that  
project. 
 

10 Years Ago. 
Go-Round, January 2009, featured a story about a 25 year-old  
American woman, Jessica Cox. Jessica had just gained a Sport Pilot 
License, flying her Ercoupe aircraft. Nothing special about that? Yes 
there is! Jessica was born without arms and does not use prosthetics! 
Also that issue reported on Steve McGuiness’ flight in the club’s  
syndicate Jabiru, “Spindrift”, to Corryong where he took part in a  
commemoration of the discovery of the wreckage of the Avro X, 
”Southern Cloud”, which disappeared in March 1931 on 
a flight from Sydney to Melbourne. 
 

Diary Dates. 
Sunday 3rd February  Fly or drive to Hutton Vale 
Farm, 65 Stone Jar Road, Angaston in the beautiful 
Barossa Valley for lunch. Check the club web site for full 
details. 
Wednesday 13th February  -  Club committee meeting 
at the club room, commencing 1930 hours. 
Saturday 2nd March  -  Club fly-away to visit the  
Avalon Air Show. See club web site and/or contact  
Captain Owen for all you need to know. 
Thursday-Monday 21st/25th March  -  Club fly away 
to Wangaratta & district. Details TBA. 
Sunday 7th April  -  Our annual Charity Day. This year 
we’re inviting “Heart Kids” and their parents/carers to 
enjoy a scenic flight and lunch with us. Pilots please 
register with Owen your willingness to provide yourself 
and your aircraft for this event. We will also need club 
members to assist with the set-up, marshalling and  
catering. 
Wednesday 10th April  -  Club committee meeting at the club room commencing 1930 hours. 
Saturday 13th April  -  Hangar movie night, proceeded by a BYO BBQ dinner. Further details 
TBA. 
 

       GPS Navigation 101 


